depends on the amount of firewood the user expects to use (Expected use demand), which
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Figure 2. Individual decision-making structure for second user

Each user is allocated a fraction of the total quota allowed (Frac quota available to 1 and Frac
quota available to 2), depending on their preferences (Desired quota and Desired quota 2).
The user with a larger desired quota is allocated a larger fraction of the total quota and vice
versa, yielding an effective quota (Effective quota and Effective quota 2) that each user is
allowed to log (Logging).

Figure 1. Single-user model

quotas through
illegal logging
M ODEL
BEHAVIOR

Figure 1: Single user model

Group decision-making
Needless to say, because of illegal logging, any step up on demand results in a decline of the
resource over time. And so, the oscillations are amplified if the perception delay is increased
along with the step-up in demand (see figure 5). Other levers for this behavior can be a sudden
drop in Average forest efficiency or a larger step up in demand or inventory coverage.
Technically, these amplifying oscillations are the result of a reinforcing loop that arises when
forest logging goes over the maximum sustainable yield. In that case illegal logging effectively
decreases the total allowed quota, which goes on to motivate even more illegal activities since
users are not able to satisfy their demands (see figure 6).
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the result
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Figure4 3:
as aasresult
of aofstep-up
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demand
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Figure 6. The reinforcing loop responsible for amplifying oscillations

Figure 4: The reinforcing loop

• Illegal log is a way of coping to demand
• Results in oscillatory model behavior
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• Amplified oscillations when coupled with a
perception delay or bigger proportions
• Dissatisfaction grows when forest is below
maximum sustainable yield
• Leads to more illegal logging and effectively
reduces the forest growth rate
• Decreases the quota even further ultimately
leading to even more dissatisfaction.

So far, the narrative has described the single-user model (see figure 1). The second user is
assumed to have an identical decision-making structure (see figure 2), yielding a desired quota
(Desired quota 2). In a two-user version of the model the two preferences (Desired quota and
Desired quota 2) come together (see figure 3) to decide upon a fair division of the total quota
3. Group decision-making
structure
allowed by theFigure
authority
(Total
quota allowed). The authority decides upon the total quota
Figure 2: Group decision-making structure
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Sensitivity analysis

R

C ONTACT I NFORMATION

A sensitivity analysis was done with a dynamic equilibrium as a baseline run. Out of all
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